Berhoff wins Marshall to study fluid dynamics at Cambridge
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The cuts. Most of the Congressmen's positions were predictable, noted Wright. "The whole thing was very ideological," she added. Luke Wilson '92 also decided to stay out of the Senate "because they were in line with Reagan's policies. The people from Utah were trying to do some compromise" on the budget.

Mike Lopez '83 was the fifth M.I.T. student to lobby in Washington.

The scholarship recipients were selected from approximately 1,000 candidates on the basis of "distinction of intellect and character ... evidenced both by their scholastic attainments and by their other activities and achievements," according to the "Rules for Candidates."

The winners come from 23 colleges. Six are from Harvard University and two each from Amherst College and Grinnell College.

Berhoff said his advisor, Mathematics Professor Alan Toussie '57, a Marshall scholar himself, helped him apply for the scholarship.

MIT students lobby in Washington
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OPENINGS

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES WITH
GENERAL ELECTRIC

Openings are expected to be available in several locations throughout the Company for engineering and science Ph.D.'s with training and interest in many technical areas briefly listed here. Details of specific openings are given in the booklet, Doctoral Work at General Electric—Requirements for 1981-82, available at your placement office.

If you are a PhD candidate, plan to talk with one of our interviewers or send your resume together with a letter expressing your work interests to Doctoral Recruiting, Building 36-514, Schenectady, N.Y. 12345.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES WITH
GENERAL ELECTRIC

Chief

Chemist, Chemical Engineer
Inorganic materials; gas-solid chemical reactions; coal gasification; polymer characterization; free radical polymer synthesis; electrical insulation systems; long phosphorous corrosion technology; surface chemistry; synthesis of organic and organometallic compounds; abrasion and crazing phenomena; thin film amorphous silicon IC processing; molten salt processes; waste water treatment; photo resist processing.

Computer Science, Mathematics
Software engineering: Hardware-software interfaces; distributed processing; algorithms for computer-aided design; artificial intelligence; computer-aided design of VLSI circuits; on-line planning operations; man-machine interfaces; interactive process systems; interactive graphics techniques; information theory; electromagnetic theory; numerical methods and analysis.

Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering, Computer Science
Signal processing; pattern recognition; digital system design; robotics; automatic inspection and test equipment; systems architecture; solid state power conversion; digital electronic controls; electromagnetic devices; communications; high voltage phenomena; dielectrics; interactive process systems; laser devices; transducer design; high speed parallel processors; microwave systems; non-destructive testing; rotating electrical machinery; transformers; generators; discharge lamps; arc behavior; switching devices; power electronics; ion implantation; photo resist techniques; VLSI MOS and bipolar technologies; radar; sonar; medical electronics; VLSIC & VIHIC design and processing; silicon IC process development.

Mechanical Engineering, Engineering Mechanics
Combustion kinetics; gas turbine combustion; CAD/CAM implementation; high speed manufacturing equipment; adaptive control for manufacturing processes; thermal hydraulic behavior; dynamic and seismic analysis of nuclear power plants; fuel bundle and core design; robotic systems; heat transfer; cryogenics and super conductivity; fluid mechanics; heat transfer and multi-phase flow; solid mechanics problems; solar collector design; failure mechanisms; turbomachinery.

Materials Science, Metallurgy, Ceramics
Metal properties; research in glass science; transient alumina; productivity of quartz and ceramics; nuclear fuel materials; refractory materials; corrosion; tribology and crystal growth; material failure mechanisms; high temperature materials; fracture and fatigue phenomena; magnetic properties of amorphous metals; batteries and fuel cell materials; super alloys; powdered metalurgy; semiconductor materials.

Physics, Applied Physics
Gas discharge phenomena; radiation of plasma acoustics technology; laser/electronic beam annealing; ultrasonic systems; medical imaging systems; image processing techniques; radiation detection; physics of dielectrics; physics of light generation; electron beam processors; semiconductor processing; micro-electronic devices; electronic materials.
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